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Quantitative spectroscopy of x-ray lines and continua in Tokamaks a)

N. J. Peacock, R. Barnsley,b) K. D. Lawson, I. M. Melnick,c) M. G. O’Mullane,d)

M. A. Singleton,d) and A. Patel
UKAEA-Fusion (Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association), Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14
3DB, United Kingdom

~Received 16 May 1996; accepted for publication 25 November 1996!

Crystal and synthetic multilayer diffractors, deployed either as flat Bragg reflectors, or curved, as in
the Johann configuration, are used to study the spectrum of COMPASS-D and other tokamaks in the
wavelength region of 1–100 Å. In this article, we concentrate on the measurement of absolute
photon fluxes and the derivation of volume emissivities of the lines and continua in the x-ray region.
The sensitivities of these instruments to absolute photon flux have been constructedab initio from
the individual component efficiencies, including published values of the diffractor reflectivities,
which have been checked or supplemented by measurements using a double-axis goniometer or
from line branching ratios. For those tokamak plasmas, where the elemental abundances and
effective ion charge are documented, the x-ray continuum intensity itself has been used as a
calibration source to derive absolute instrument sensitivity, in reasonable agreement with theab
initio method. In the COMPASS-D Tokamak, changes in the effective ion charge state,Zeff , have
been derived for different operating conditions, from the absolute intensity of the continuum at;4
Å. From the radiances of the line emission, changes in the absolute level of impurities following
‘‘boronization’’ of the vacuum vessel have also been documented. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0034-6748~97!02803-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In large Tokamaks, such as the Joint European To
~JET!, the radiated power level from the core plasma and
associated effective ion charge,Zeff , are routinely monitored
using tomographic reconstruction of bolometer signals
of the visible bremsstrahlung continuum. In much sma
tokamaks, with degraded ion confinement, light from re
cling ions near the plasma edge tends to obscure the
emission and these diagnostic techniques become some
less secure. Discrimination between the core and the e
radiation is always possible at higher photon energies in
extreme ultraviolet~XUV ! and x-ray regions of the spec
trum. Indeed, short wavelength spectroscopy is the o
method for monitoring the different radiating ion species
the core. This is of some importance when assessing, on
one hand, the effect of impurities on the effective ion cha
Zeff on the fuel dilution and on spatial radiation loss patter
while on the other hand, the effect of gettering, diver
screening, etc. on the impurity influxes. In addition, the i
purity line intensities and spectral profiles are a rich sou
of information on ion transport and on the core plas
environment.1–5 In this article, we develop the theme of u
ing the x-ray line and continuum intensities to deriveZeff and
the impurity ion abundances, or equivalently, the eleme
components of the total radiated power. For this to be f
sible, the radiation has to be measured on an absolute b
The problem then reduces to that of establishing abso
efficiencies of the spectrometers. In the JET a
COMPASS-D programs, the x-ray spectrum discussed in

a!The abstract for this article appears in Rev. Sci. Instrum.68, 1063~1997!.
b!Present address: Department of Physics, University of Leicester, UK.
c!Present Address: Department of Physics, University College, London,
d!Present address: Department of Physics, University College, Cork, Ire
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article is routinely measured using a broadband, Bragg ro
survey~1 Å ^2& 100 Å! spectrometer,6,7 complemented by a
Johann configuration, curved crystal spectrometer,8,9 which
we term ‘‘~CCD!2’’ and which is ideally suited to line profile
analyses.

II. Ab initio CALCULATION OF BRAGG ROTOR
SPECTROMETER EFFICIENCY

The Bragg rotor spectrometer accommodates a num
up to six, of flat diffractors such as crystals, synthetic mu
layers, Langmuir–Blodgett films, distributed around t
faces of a hexagon which, in the survey mode, rotates all
ing each diffractor to view the plasma emission sequentia
Sharing the viewing aperture is a subsidiary ‘‘paddle’’
spindle along which up to four diffractors can simult
neously view the plasma. The paddle typically acts in a
ciprocating angular scan mode simultaneously with but in
pendently of the rotor. Theab initio calibration method10,11

involves the construction of the overall instrument efficien
from a consideration of the component efficiencies of
spectrometer such as transmission factors, e´tendue, inte-
grated crystal reflectivity, and detector efficiency, all as
function of Bragg angle.

A plasma source with a radiance I ~n!
@Wm22 sr21 Hz21# will, in the rotating mode with angular
frequencyv, give rise to a detector count ‘‘N’’ given by

N.hn5I ~n!.
Rc

v
cxcy .hxhy .hshl , ~1!

where the component factors and the instrument layout
discussed by Singleton.11 Rc is the integrated reflectivity of
the diffractor,cx andcy are the collimator acceptance angl
in and perpendicular to, respectively, the plane of the disp
sion; hx andhy are the projected height and width, respe
.
d.
(4)/1734/5/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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tively, of the diffractor at the collimator;hx andhl are the
transmission of the structural elements and finally the ove
detector efficiency. Integrating counts over the line wid
the spectrometer sensitivity is defined as

Sn5
Nv

I
in units of ~counts rad s21/Wm22 sr21!. ~2!

In this article, we define the spectrometer sensitivity a
function of wavelength in terms of an effective e´tendue,Cl ,
where

Cl5Sn

hn

4p
5Rc

cxcy

4p
.hxhy .hshl ~3!

in units of ~counts photon21 rad m2!. In the case where the
source is defined in terms of an irradiance«~l!.DZ
photons s21 m22!, whereZ is a plasma dimension, then th
spectrometer sensitivity is given simply byCl :

«~l!.Dz5
Nv

Cl
. ~4!

Of all the components contributing to the over-all spectro
eter efficiency,Rc is the most uncertain. We assume pu
lished values for the integrated reflectivity and check
these, where possible, using our own data as discusse
Secs. III, IV, and V. Constructions of the overall efficien
of the paddle configuration for the diffractors available d
ing the 1994–95 JET operations6 are shown in Fig. 1.Rc

values are taken from the work of the Leicester group12–16

except for the Si~111! crystal where the data is from th
calculations of Henkeet al.17 Using the two-crystal diffrac-
tion results produced at the University of Leicester,Rc val-
ues at discrete wavelengths are fitted to continuous Darw
Prins functions. Higher order reflection integrals a
estimated, where appropriate, also using Darwin–P
model calculations. The diffractors used in the present To
mak studies are fresh samples, usually from the same so
of supply. The variation in theCl values at a given wave

FIG. 1. Ab initio calculations of the absolute sensitivity,Cl against wave-
length, of the Bragg rotor paddle spectrometer as used on JET. Publ
values, where available, of integrated reflectivities for the range of diffr
tors covering the wavelength range of 1–100 Å, are used in the synthes
Cl . The experimental points are values derived in the text.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 4, April 1997
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length, for example, Si~111! and ADP~101!, as illustrated at
4 Å in Fig. 1, reflects not only differences inRc for these two
crystals but more importantly the variation in the geomet
factors involved in the different Bragg angles,uBRAGG545°
for Si~111! and uBRAGG524.7° for ADP~101!. The overall
accuracy of the absolute sensitivities in Fig. 1 is conside
to be within approximately650%, perhaps worse for som
of the long wavelength diffractors. In support of our use
the Leicester experimental data, we have checked theirRc

values for a few crystals, TIAP16 at Al Ka , for example,
using our new two-axis gonoiometer,18 and the agreement i
good, generally to within 20%, as indicated by the discr
point at 8.3 Å on the TIAP curve in Fig. 1. Reflectivity da
for other diffractors for which there are no published da
such as OV44, an OVONYX ~W–Si! multilayer, and the
OHM crystal, are inferred from the integrated line intensiti
of the same transition appearing simultaneously on adja

ed
-
of

FIG. 2. Overlapping JET spectra of O VIII and O VII recorded simult
neously by the Bragg rotor paddle using multiple diffractor elements suc
TlAP ~above! and OV44~below!.

TABLE I. Rc derived from overlapping spectral lines on Bragg rotor spe
trometer.

Diffractor
Reference
crystal Wavelength Rc derived

OV44 T1AP 18.98 Å 1.3931023 rad
OHM PbSt 48.59 Å 1.3731024 rad

50.43 Å 6.0831025 rad
52.69 Å 4.0731024 rad

OV120 PbSt 75.93 Å 3.7031023 rad
1735Spectroscopy of x-ray lines
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diffractors located on the paddle. An example from JET
the OVII O VIII line spectra overlapping on the OV44 an
TIAP diffractors is shown in Fig. 2 and illustrates the tec
nique. A summary ofRc values derived in this way is give
in Table I.

III. BRANCHING RATIO AND GONIOMETER
DERIVATIONS OF Rc

The OHM crystal exhibits resolving powers comparab
with grating spectrometers in the 45 Å^2& 60 Å region and
is therefore ideal for monitoring line emission from botto
ions such as BV and BIV. The BIV intercombination line
1s221s 2p3P1 at 61.089 Å is readily resolved from the sin
glet, parent transition at 60.314 Å and has a single branch
transition 1s 2s3S121s 2p3P1 at 2826.66 Å in the UV
which may be used as a transfer standard of radiance.11 The
radiance in COMPASS-D of the UV branch of the BIV
1s 2p3P1 decay has been calibrated against a radiati
standard D2 lamp. Both x-ray and UV transitions are ob
served simultaneously through the Bragg rotor vacuum a
ture, the x-ray line being recorded by diffraction from o
facet of the rotor, while the UV line is reflected from a mi
ror placed at the normal position of the diffractor paddle in
a grating spectrometer with multichannel read out.11 The in-
tegrated efficiency of OHM at 61 Å from this experiment11 is
deduced to be 1.631023 rad. This value forRc has been
included in the Bragg efficiency plots in Fig. 1. The oth
points for OHM are from overlapping lines of the tokam
spectrum measured with the PbSt diffractor. The remain

FIG. 3. Tokamak x-ray spectrum using a PET crystal on the Bragg ro
Note the step in the x-ray continuum due to absorption at the ArK edge by
the gas flow counter.

TABLE II. Comparison of independent calibrations ofCl for T1AP ~100!
and Si~111! diffractors per detector channel on the Bragg paddle spectr
eter used on JET, in units of counts photon21 rad m2•10215.

Diffractor l ~Å!
Continuum
irradiance

Absorption
edge ab initio

Cross
calibration

T1AP~001! 19 1.8 ••• 1.2 1.7
Si~111! 4.4 3.3 3.5 3.6 •••
1736 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 4, April 1997
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experimental points in Fig. 1 are deduced using the x-
continuum from well diagnosed Tokamak discharges
transfer standards, as described below in Secs. IV and V

IV. USE OF THE X-RAY CONTINUUM FROM JET AS A
TRANSFER STANDARD

Reconstruction of the absolute x-ray continuum signa
terms ofZeff and other plasma parameters has been attem
previously.19 However, in modern tokamak research, as
example during the 1994–95 JET program, all of the para
eters, such as the electron temperature and density pro
Te(r ),ne(r ), ion transport and impurity abundances, requir
to calculate the continuum are routinely available. The i
purity abundances are derived, at least for a limited rang
operating conditions, using a semiempirical techniqu20

which relies on normalizing the sum of the elemental rad
tion components~derived from line intensities! to the total
radiation bolometer signal. With this information, it is po
sible to construct the x-ray continuum radiance along an
bitrary line of sight~LOS!. The continuum consists of two
components, the free–free~bremsstrahlung! and free–bound
~recombination! radiation,ICONT5I ff1I fb :

ICONT5
h

4p S cl D 2 Dl

l

1

cosa E
R1

R2
@e~l! ff1e~l! fb#•dR,

~5!

where the LOS integral is taken along a chord with anglea
to the major radius,R.

The sum is then related to the signal measured from
Bragg rotor to derive the spectrometer efficiencySv .

The bremsstrahlung volume emissivity, in units
W cm23 Å21, is e~l!ff51.9310228 ng

2ZeffGffTg
21/2l22,

whereGff is the free-free Gaunt factor. The recombinati
continuae~l!fb are assumed to be H like and are integra
over alln shells withn>Ry.Z2/hv. The ratio ofe~g!fb/e~l!ff
is given by

e~l! fb /e~l! ff5
2.Ry.Gfb .Zi

2

Te .Gff
(
n

F 1n3 expS hc

Teln
D G . ~6!

In general, the continuum will be dominated by the brem
strahlung except perhaps for the spectral regions on the
energy side ofRy.Z2 which covere~l!fb recombination di-
rectly into the ground state.

The absolute irradiance of the x-ray continuum has b
estimated, as above, using the known plasma parameters
number of JET discharges and compared with the Br
paddle signal in order to deriveCl adjacent to the main
resonance lines ofLy a OVIII at 19 Å @TlAP ~001!# and
ClXVI at 4.44 Å @Si ~III !#. Overlapping orders in the Brag
diffraction have to be taken into account and are particula
significant in the case of the TlAP crystal, where the refle
tion integrals in orders 1:2:3 scale as 1:0.21:0.087. A co
parison of the Bragg paddle efficiencies derived, first fro
an estimate of the absolute irradiance of the JET continu
and second from anab initio construction, is shown in Table
II. Statistical errors in estimates of the continuum irradian
amount to630%. The biggest uncertainty, however, is t
scattered background light level in the paddle spectrome

r.

-
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In general, scattered light causes unacceptable errors in
apparent continuum count rate for wavelengths above a
25 Å. A check on the true level of the continuum has be
carried out using the drop in the continuum intensity acr
selected absorption edges, such as the Ar K edge at 3.8
illustrated in Fig. 3. The absorption edge technique for
sessing the continuum intensity gives, surprisingly, a so
what increased value ofCl , but both values are still within
the 50% error estimate of theab initio value. Confirmation of
the ab initio sensitivity for the TlAP crystal at 19 Å is ob
tained by cross calibration with an absolutely calibra
XUV spectrometer, of the type described by Schwobet al.,21

viewing the same plasma.

V. DERIVATION OF Zeff FROM LINE INTENSITIES IN
COMPASS-D

Having established the absolute efficiency of the Bra
rotor survey spectrometer, the integrated counts over the
profile can be related, by Eq.~3!, to the volume emissivity of
a selected transition and hence via ionization balance to
ion concentrationqz5N(z)/ne through the relation

e~l!5ne
2qzCi j , ~7!

whereCi j is the effective excitation rate. The concentrati
of the main impurities in COMPASS-D has been assess11

throughout a program of boronization using glow dischar

FIG. 4. The x-ray continuum underlying the Cl XVI (1s221s 2p) line
spectrum from COMPASS-D is emphasised by ground-state recombin
light from neon ions following gas injection. The trapezoidal intensity fun
tion is due to vignetting by the finite port aperture when viewing tang
tially.

TABLE III. Inventory of impurity abundances derived from line intensitie
in the Bragg rotor spectrum during pre and postboronization operation
COMPASS-D.

Preboron-
ization

No. 10
postboron-
ization

No. 80
postboron-
ization

No. 180
postboron-
ization

Zeff 2.0 1.2 1.2 1.9
qz ~z55! % ,0.07 0.14 ,0.07 ,0.07
qz ~z56! % 2.27 0.45 0.2 1.9
qz ~z58! % 0.43 0.07 0.2 0.5
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 4, April 1997
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in B~CD3!3 and the results are summarized in Table III. Fro
theqz values, theZeff511Sqz .Z(Z21), values are readily
deduced. It is clear that direct contamination of the plasm
by carbon and boron, is minimal immediately following b
ronization and that the overall reduction in impurity conte
lasts for some 200 discharges.

VI. THE X-RAY CONTINUUM FROM COMPASS-D AT
4.44 Å

In experiments aimed at measuring toroidal plasma ro
tion in COMPASS-D9 the ~CCD!2 spectrometer, using a
Si~III ! crystal, viewed the plasma tangentially to the ma
radius through a narrow vacuum aperture. The limited an
lar acceptance of the entrance optics resulted in vignettin

on

-

FIG. 5. Calculations of the bremsstrahlung and recombination continu
signals at 4.4 Å on COMPASS-D as recorded by theab initio, absolutely
calibrated~CCD!2 spectrometer. The relatively highZeff in the lower figure
results from the dominant contribution of free-bound recombination follo
ing neon injection. The value ofZeff derived in the upper figure refers to
time period in the same discharge prior to neon injection and is more typ
in boronized, high density tokamak discharges.

in
1737Spectroscopy of x-ray lines
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the spectrum between 4.44 and 4.50 Å. The resulting tr
ezoidal aperture function is readily seen in Fig. 4 when ne
puffing enhanced the underlying background continuum
band-pass,Dl55.3 mÅ units wide, on the short waveleng
side of the 4.4436 Å ‘‘w’’ line is chosen as a convenien
line-free, spectral region22 over which the continuum inten
sity could be modeled as outlined in Sec. IV, but with i
abundances and thereforeZeff as adjustable parameters. Ca
culation of the bremsstrahlung emission is relatively straig
forward. However, the free bound recombination has to
summed over all ion charge states in the LOS. In pract
we consider only elements which, from the Bragg rotor s
vey studies, we know to be abundant and restrict our ca
lations to the nuclei, H and H-like ions of the elements D,
C, O ~and Ne, where applicable!. The locations of these ion
in Te(r ),ne(r ) space are calculated using an appropriate
transport code.9 Again,ab initio construction of the sensitiv
ity of the ~CCD!2 spectrometer diagnostic system has be
synthesized from its component efficiencies and apertur9

The value ofRC adopted for first order diffraction from
Si~111! at 4.4 Å is 1.3 1024 rad in the COMPASS continuum
experiments, Melnick~1995!.9 A somewhat smaller reflec
tion integral, 0.9 1024 rad, has been used in theab initio
construction of the paddleCl . The concentrations of the ion
are then adjusted to fit the observed count rate at 4.44
With no gas puffing, bremsstrahlung dominates the emiss
Fig. 5. Following neon gas puffing at a later time during t
same discharge, radiative recombination into the gro
states of the Ne ions dominates the signal, Fig. 5. A c
neon abundanceqz ~z510! of 3% andZeff54.3 are deduced
For H-mode confinement in high density,ne.531019 m23,
freshly boronized discharges, the continuum intensity p
dictsZeff>1.3, in pleasing agreement with the values deriv
from the line intensities recorded using the Bragg rot
Table III.

VII. DISCUSSION

In small or medium-sized tokamaks, where visible em
sion tomography is not routinely available for deriving t
relatively weak core continuum intensity, the x-ray spectr
can be used to distinguish the core emission from light at
plasma boundary. Analysis of the x-ray line and continu
features in terms of the elemental abundances and there
Zeff is somewhat tortuous but the main uncertainties relat
the absolute efficiency of the spectrometer and to our co
dence in the electron profiles and ion transport. This art
demonstrates that using x-ray spectrometers, calibr
1738 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 4, April 1997
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against absolute photon fluxes to within650%, analyses of
the line and continuum irradiances yield self-consistent v
ues of the core impurity parameters for a medium-sized
kamak, such as COMPASS-D.
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